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RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS IN REGIONAL COMMITTEES:
Item 7.13 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 46, resolution EB11.R26;
Official Records No. 48, resolution 1HA6.37; Official Records No. 52,

resolution EB13.R29 and Annex 6; Documents A7 /AFL /27; A7 /AFL /30 (continued)

Mr. de ERICE (Spain) said the delegation of the Spanish Protectorate Zone

in Morocco and the Spanish delegation wished to give some explanations with

regard to their statements at the morning's meeting. He had been gratified with

the indication given by the delegate of France that the French delegation maintained

the statement made by Dr. Boidé at the Fifth World Health Assembly, as reported

in Official Records No. 42, page 134, and also that the French delegation

considered Article 11 of the Treaty of 1912 as still having full force.

He referred to the amendments submitted by the delegation of France (in

document A7 /AFL /30) to the resolution proposed by his own delegation (in document

A7 /AFL /27). Since the delegation of France had admitted that reference to

Morocco alone meant the French Zone in Morocco, the proposed preamble to the

resolution (reading "Considering that for 1955 the contribution of Morocco,

Associate Member, has been fixed at three units ") should be understood as applying

to the French Zone only.

The second proposed amendment was to the effect that both governments should

reach agreement on the amount to be contributed by the various zones. But, since

the delegation of France maintained Article 11 of the Treaty of 1912 between

France and Spain, which said that they could not participate in the expenses of

both zones, it was clear that Spain could not contribute to the amount allocated

for the French Zone in Morocco. Thos no contribution had been fixed for the

Spanish Protectorate Zone in Morocco. Resolution WHA6.37 decided that the Spanish
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Protectorate Zonein Morocco should enjoy all the rights and be subject to all the

obligations of an Associate Member of the World Health Organization. The right of

the Spanish Zone to send delegates to WHO had been recognized and it had also been

recognized that the Spanish Zone should come under the Regional Office for Africa

while the French Zone should belong to the European Region. The Spanish delegation

now asked the Committee to recognize the obligation of the Spanish Zone to pay a

contribution to WHO. As the amendment propoed by the delegation of France referred

only to the French Zone, he :'id not believe that such a document could be discussed by

the Committee. He maintained the proposal made by his own delegation at the morning

meeting of the Committee, and proposed that either the assessment of 3 units should be

fixed for the Spanish Zone in Morocco, or else that the Executive Board should be asked

to fix a contribution for the Spanish Zone.

The CHAIRMAN said that the question before the Committee was complicated. The

background documents wer - first, resolution WHA5.16 by which the admission of

Morocco as an Associate Member of WHO had been approved, and the statement made by

the President of the Fifth World Health Assembly at that time that: "The consequences

of the admission by the Health Assem:ly of Morocco as an Associate Member of the World

Health Organization concerr, only that part of Morocco for which France is responsible

for the,conduct of international relations, according to the Treaty of 30 March 1912 ";

secondly, he let '3er from the Government of Spain to WHO contained in Official Records

No. 48, Annex 9; thirdly, resolution WHA6.37. The Committee now had before it

document A7 /AFL /27 requesting the ass,.:ssment of the Spanish Protectorate Zone in

Morocco, and the French amendments to that proposal contained in document A7 /AFL /30.
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It had been suggested that the Spanish proposal was not in order but his ruling was

that it was admissible since it did not request the assessment of the Spanish

Protectorate Zone for any particular year.

Dr. SEGURA (Argentina), said that from the history of the question, as outlined

by the Chairman, the point at issue appeared to be relatively simple. The Committee

was dealing with an approved fact: there were two Moroccan Associate Members of WHO,

the French Protectorate Zone and the Spanish Protectorate Zone. The first paragraph

of the French amendment said that the contribution of Morocco had been fixed at three

units, meaning the contribution of Morocco (French Zone). It was therefore absolutely

clear that the Associate Member, Morocco (Spanish Zone) had the right to request that

its contributory obligation should be fixed. While, however, the first paragraph of

the French amendment was clear, the second paragraph was more confused, since it

referród to the various zones in Morocco without indicating what those other zones

were.

He believed that the problem was perfectly simple. If France was to contribute

three units for,its Zone, an amount must be fixed for the contribution of the Spanish

Zone. The obligation to contribute had been acquired by the Spanish Zone when it had

been recognized as an Associate Member with all the rights and obligations which that

entailed.

Mr. HESSEL (France) said he did not desire to prolong a discussion which did

not appear to be strictly within the scope of the agenda. The delegate of Spain,

however, had made a concrete proposal for the addition of the words "(French Zone)"

after the word "Morocco" in paragraph 1 of document A7 /AFL /30, which he could not
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accept. He pointed out that the scale of assessments adopted by the Assembly at the

present session fixed the contribution for "Morocco (French and Spanish)". His

delegation could not, therefore, agree to alter the wording of document I7 /AFL/30 -

in the manner just suggested.

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the scale of assessments for 1954 as adopted by the

Sixth World Health Assembly, (Official Records No. 48, page 434), gave the assessment

for Morocco (French and Spanish Zones) as three units. The present Assembly had

approved the application of the same assessment to 1955 and the combined assessment

for Morocco was therefore already officially approved.

Mr. de ERICE (Spain), said that when the admission of Morocco as an Associate

Member had been approved it had been established in the official documents that the

consequences of that admission concerned only that part of Morocco for which France

was responsible for the conduct of international relations. He therefore felt that

the Assembly had allocated an assessment only to the French Zone in Morocco. The

Chairman was correct in stating that the scale of assessments had been approved, but

that scale contained an error since it did not take., into account the decision made by

the President of the Fifth World Health Assembly in 1953. He therefore urged the

Committee to adopt the proposal in document A7 /AFL /27, which would solve the

difficulty.

The CHAIRMAN said the matter was not one which could be easily decided. At the

time when Morocco had become an Associate Member, the whole of Morocco had been

referred to as the French Protectorate. At a certain stage in the discussion, however,
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it had been pointed out that there were also a Spanish Protectorate and an

International Zone in Morocco. The Sixth World Health Assembly had subsequently

adopted resolution WHA6.37, the last paragraph of which read: "Decides that, by

virtue of the request of the Spanish Government, the effects of resolution WHA5.16

shall extend to the Spanish Protectorate Zone in Morocco, which zone shall thereby

enjoy all the rights and be subject to all the obligations of an Associate Member ".

The interpretation of that resolution was not clear. Did the word "extend" mean the

same as "apply"? In general, when countries had applied for Associate Membership

the Assembly's decisions had been worded in a much clearer and more concise way.

He therefore asked whether the delegate of Spain would agree to the question being

referred to the Executive Board, which should study it fully and report to the

Eighth World Health Assembly.

Mr. de ERICE (Spain), said that the facts of the matter must be made clear.

His delegation had the impression that resolution WHA6.37 was gradually being not

abandoned but erroneously interpreted.

When the Assembly had approved resolution WHA6.37 there had been a typographical

error in the document placed before the Assembly and the Rapporteur had been obliged

to draw attention to it. When the scales of assessment in which the French and

Spanish Zones in Morocco were dealt with jointly, had first appeared, the Spanish

delegation had written a series of letters pointing out that such joint treatment of

the two Zones was a violation of the decision taken by the Assembly, a decision with

which the delegation of France had agreed. That very morning the delegate of France

had repeated his agreement that Morocco referred only to the French Zone, but that

afternoon he had stated that he could not now abcept that interpretation.
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The delegation of Spain, in the name of the delegation of the Spanish Protectorate

Zone, insisted that those declarations remained valid and that the word '!Morocco" when

unqualified referred only to the French Zone. His delegation insisted that it was

its right and obligation to have a separate contribution fixed for the Spanish Zone.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the whole question appeared to hinge on the

interpretation of the last paragraph of resolution WHi6.37.

Mr. HESSEL (France) thanked the Chairman for his clear exposition of the

situation. As the Chairman had pointed out, the only real difficulty was the fact

that resolution WH6.37 was obviously not interpreted in the same way by all

delegations. However, since that question was not on the agenda he suggested that

the Committee should not discuss it at that stage.

In any case,' he believed that such a point should form a separate agenda item

and that it was scarcely appropriate for the Committee to discuss a question with

such complicated legal implications. He therefore supported the Chairman's suggestion

that it might be referred to the Executive Board.

Mr. SOLE (Union of South Africa), fully agreed that the problem under discussion

was extremely complex. He felt that if the natter was to be put to a vote it would

be preferable to delay decision until delegations had had an opportunity of

considering the issues involved more fully. He therefore formally moved suspension

of the debate on that item.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the motion for suspension of the debate.

The motion was rejected by 19 votes to 19, with 14 abstentions
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Mr. CALDERWOOD (United States of America) believed that the question of the

interpretation of resolution WHA6.37 was a perfect case for the Legal Sub- Committee

and therefore proposed that the matter should be referred to it.

Mr. de ERICE (Spain), said the question was not a legal problem nor, as the

delegate of France had suggested& did it involve the unity of Morocco. Al]. that was

involved was the practical application of resolution WHA6,37 which stated that the

Spanish Protectorate Zone in Morocco should enjoy all the rights and be subject to all

the obligations of an Associate Member, and by virtue of that resolution his

delegation requested that a contribution should be fixed for the Spanish Protectorate

Zone.

Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), speaking as

Chairman of the Legal Sub-,Committee, supported the view expressed by the delegate.,of

Spain that the question should not be referred to the Legal Sub -Committee.

Mr. GEERAERTS (Belgium) moved a proposal on the following lines: "The Committee

on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, having taken into consideration

documents A7 /AFL /27 and A7 /AFL /30, proposes that the Assembly refer the question to

the Executive Board, and requeots -' 4-7,1 I ntereG +. .' gr arnments to provide the Board

with all necessary information as to their respective points of view.

Mr. PLEIC (Yugoslavia), under Rule 56 of the Rules of Procedure, moved closure

Gf the debate .
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The Chairman put tc the vcte the motion for closure of the debate.

The motion for closure was adopted by 48 votes to none with 19 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Committee had before it four motions on which

to vote; the Spanish proposal (document A7 /AFL /27); the amendments proposed by the

delegation of France (document A7 /AFL /30); the proposal of the delegation of the

United States for reference of the question to the Legal Sub -Committee; and that of

the delegation of Belgium for reference of the question to the Executive Board. The

latter, being furthest removed from the original proposal, was put to the vote.

Decision: The proposal of delegation of Belgium was adopted by 30 votes to 21
with 6 abstentions.

2. REPORT ON ARREARS OF CONTRIBUTIONS DUE IN RESPECT OF OIHP: Item 7 .24 of the
Agenda (Official Records No. 48, resolution WHA6.32; Official Records No. 52,
resolution EB13 .R .35 and Annex 9)

Mr. CALDERüOOD (United States of America) said that the Sixth World Health

Assembly had adopted resolution WHA6.32 delegating to the Executive Board full powers

to approve the final settlement of the debts due in respect of OIHP. The Executive

Board, however, had appointed a committee to carry out this amendment and had merely

noted the action which it had taken. In his view, the Executive Board had not the

right further to delegate the powers which it had received from the Assembly; it

should therefore have approved the action taken by the Committee rather than merely

note it.

Mr. SIEGEL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Administration and Finance),

Secretary, said that the Executive Board had decided that the settlement of the debts
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could best be carried out by a small committee, which it had appointed in accordance

with the provision of Article 38 of the Constitution enabling it to establish any

committees considered desirable to serve any purpose within the competence of the

Organization. The Board had felt that it was not appropriate to approve what had

been done by the committee, as it had already given full powers to the committee to

negotiate.

It seemed to him to follow from the views just expressed by the delegate of the

United States that the Assembly should request the Executive Board to withdraw its

resolution noting the committee's action, on the ground that it was unauthorized.

A formal proposal to that effect would appear to be necessary,

Mr. CALDER-MOD (United States of America) considered that the Secretary's

review of the position amounted to a confirmation of his own opinion that the Board

could not further delegate authority given to, it. He did nót.wish to.submit a formal

proposal requesting the Board to reverse its decision. He thought that the Assembly

should ask the Board in the future to approve rather than note the committee's action.

The CHAIRMAN thought that the point raised concerned the procedure of the

Executive Board, and should be discussed in the Board rather than in the present

Committee.

Dr. HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, said that the Executive Board

had not considered, in passing the resolution, that it was acting in any way

improperly. As a legal point was at issue, the Legal Sub -Committee might be

requested to give an opinion.
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The SECRETARY said that the Board had felt that a small committee was necessary

adequately to carry out the negotiations and achieve final settlement of the debts.

Clearly the committee could not achieve that settlement if its negotiations were

subject to the Board's approval,

Mr. AMERASEKERA (Ceylon) wondered whether Article 29 of the Constitution would

not throw some light upon the legal aspects of the problem.

Dr. EVANG (Norway) proposed that the attention of the Executive Board be drawn

to the summary record containing the comments made on the subject by delegates, and

that the Board take steps to correct the legal position if it found it to be at

fault. It seemed to him that the question was not one that the Committee should

discuss.

Mr. CALDER1DOD (United States of America) expressed his satisfaction with the

proposal of the delegate of Norway,

Decision: The propc3al of the delegate of Norway was adopted.

There were no further comments on the item.

The CHAIRMAN proposed the following resolution:

T, .oven A V r2.cl .Health A.J sembly

NOTES the report of the Executive Board on action taken by
the Committee on Arrears of Contributions in respect of the. Office
International d'Hygiène Publique.

V 1 .

Decisions: The Chairman's proposal was adopted unanimously.
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3. REVIEW OF PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1955; (a) ADEQUACY OF THE
ESTIMATES FOR HOLDING THE EIGHTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY, MEETINGS OF THE
EXECUTIVE BOARD AND ItETINGS OF THE REGIONAL COMMITTEES, (b) ADEQUACY OF
THE ESTIMATES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, (c) TEXT OF THE APPROPRIATION
RESOLUTION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1955: Item 7,5 of the Agenda
(Official Records No 50; Official Records No. 52, resolution EB13.RB1;
and Official Records No 53; Resolution WHAT 2)

Dr. HYDE, representátive of the Executive Board, introducing the item, said that

It concerned the budget for organizational meetings and for administrative services.

A summary of the estimated expenditure for organizational meetings was to be found on

page 47 of Official Records No 50, The estimated expenditure for the World Health

Assembly had increased by 635,060, 69,OQO of which would be set aside for the issue

in 1955 of a new edition of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, the balance

for more temporary staff and for supplies and equipment required for an increase in

the use of Spanish. Nothing had been added to the estimate to cover the additional

expenses that would doubtless be incurred in holding the Assembly in Mexico City, as

the Government of Mexico had given an assurance that it would meet such expenditure.

The estimated expenditure for the Executive Board and its committees had

increased by $2,860, again for. the increased use of Spanish. On the other hand

there was a decrease in the estimated expenditure for meetings of the Regional

Committees, in the case of the Americas because meetings would be held at the regional

headquarters. The expenditure for meetings of the Regional Committees was estimated

at $41,800, against $50,000 for 1954.

Mr. SOLE (Union of South Africa) said that his delegation had already referred,

in the Committee on Programme and Budget, to the difficulty of examining the budget in

detail in a large meeting. If a small finance committee were set up, it could deal
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much more effectively with a host of questions. For example, in the estimated

expenditure for organizational meetings and for administrative services, it could

discuss the question of economizing by producing a new edition of the Handbook of

Resolutions and Decisions only every alternate year, with perhaps an addendum in the

intervening year.

Yet another point that could more easily be discussed in a small committee was

the fact that the estimated expenditure for meetings of the Regional Committee for

Africa was 49,600 in 1955, whereas it had been $15,500 in 1953, which appeared

excessive. Finally, there Was the problem (that continually cropped up in all

specialized agencies) of duty travel. His delegation would welcome the placing of

a poster in the headquarters of every specialized agency bearing the slogan that had

been familiar to many countries during the war, viz, "Is your journey really necessary?':

Duty travel was essential in many cases, and clearly it was so particularly in the

case of the Director-General himself, but in many other cases careful examination

would show that it could be reduced. Specialized agencies tended too often to send

representatives to meetings where the requirements of the organizations could easily

be met by asking for copies of the report of the meeting.

The total amount budgeted for duty travel and administrative services, excluding

regional programmes and technical services, was ;43,500. A detailed examination in a

small committee would'have the effect, he thought, of introducing some small economies,

which if added together might well result in reasonably large savings.

The SECRETARY felt that the comments of the delegate of South Africa made it

clear that a detailed review of estimated expenditure would be of great value; it

would, indeed, be welcomed by the Secretariat. With regard to the issue of a new
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edition of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, the budget proposal in accordance

with the procedure at present being followed, was that the Handbook should be printed

every other year. Again, the reason for the apparently excessive expenditure on the

Regional Committee for Africa was that an ad hoc meeting of that Committee had been

held in addition to the customary one.

He wondered whether the delegate of South Africa had not inadvertently included

in his consideration of duty travel such items as reports and analysis, external

relations and public information.

Dr.. HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, said that the increase in the

estimated expenditure on the administrative services under the regular budget for

1955 was only `"33,7410 Expenditure, under the regular budget,. or administrative

services had scarcely changed over the last three years. The estimate had been the

subject of careful enquiry by the Executive Board in 1952, and had since been reviewed,

although not so exhaustively, The changes that had taken place as a result of Techni-

cal Assistance had led to greater administrative complexities and had placed a heavier

burden on the Secretariat, but the regular budget of the administrative services had

scarcely been affected.

The Executive Board had also inquired into the problem of duty travel, and had been

satisfied that the provision for duty travel was not excessive. WHO had offices and

operations all over the world, and a considerable amount of travel was inevitable.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) raised the question of the recruitment of personnel

to WHO, The problem was not easy, involving as it did the necessity to attract the best

people and to pay them adequately within the limited resources of the Organization,. while

at the same time taking the geographical composition of the staff into consideration.
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Until recently, when personnel was required, notice had been given to the public -

health administrations of governments, so that the administrations could publish

requirements and if necessary submit a list of candidates. The practice appeared

now to be that when candidates were required health administrations were not approached,

but Secretariat staff members from the countries concerned were asked to furnish names.

Such a practice was objectionable for many reasons. There was no guarantee that

by it the best candidate could be found. It had to be remembered that when a public

health officer or a medical man left his own country and his awn particular field of

medicine, he rapidly became unable to give proper up-to -date information on what was

of importance in his own country. Secretariat staff members should be protected from

the serious criticism that would inevitably be levelled against them if the practice

was allowed to continue, Again, he had gathered the impression that it was now

believed that in order to secure a good job at WHO it was necessary to have enlisted

the support of the Secretariat. He did not think that the impression was true, but

while the procedure he had described continued the impression would inevitably spread.

Another point of importance concerned staff recruited locally. If staff were

recruited locally it would mean that WHO would have less to spend. He had, however,

heard that for staff to be recruited locally in Geneva.it was necessary that they

should have lived in Geneva for three years. Clearly such a requirement would res-

trict local recruiting excessively, Throughout the world, staff was being recruited

for WHO offices, and the recruitment had necessarily to involve the movement of some

staff members from their own country to others. But the question of travel costs

was of importance; for that reason, in Regional Offices, and even at headquarters,

there was much to be said for local recruitment of administrative personnel to the

greatest extent possible.
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Mr de ERICE (Spain) felt that the Netherlands delegate's statement had touched

on an extremely important point, which concerned in particular the Spanish -speaking

countries. It was necessary that staff should be recruited representing the largest

possible groups of countries, account being taken of the language distribution.

Those considerations should be taken into account, not only in the recruitment of

higher grades but also of subordinate grades. Work would be greatly improved in the

Secretariat by the local knowledge brought into the preparation of reports and other

documents.

He accordingly proposed a resolution on the following lines

The Seventh World Health Assembly

DECIDES that in future recruitment of personnel will take into consideration

the equitable, distribution of posts of all categories among Member States, special

attention being paid to the language distribution. The Organization's work will

be improved thereby.

Dr. EVANG (Norway) recalled that, in the beginning, there had been a gentlemants

agreement by which the public health-authorities of Member States were consulted

when a vacancy, in VHO was advertised. That practice had not been followed of late

years. It had to be remembered that while there were many methods of selecting

candidates for a post, no candidate should be regarded as suitable until his

professional status and integrity were properly investigated. Such 'an investigation

could only be carried out by the appropriate authorities in his own country.

Thé SECRETARY kvas net sore whether the discussion was closely related to the

budget, but if the suggestions made were to be followed it seemed to him that the
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budget estimates would inevitably be increased.

With regard to the policy relating to the appointment of personnel, the

Secretariat was guided by the relevant articles of the Constitution, particularly

those of Chapter VII, and by the Staff Regulations. It was the Secretariat's

policy to recruit staff below the professional level locally as far as possible;

or, if staff could not be obtained locally, from as close as possible-to

the country in which they would be required to work.

He had not heard of the existence of any requirement that staff members

recruited locally in Geneva must have lived there for three years.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) felt that the Secretary's explanation hardly

went far enough. His reference to the Constitution appeared to be unnecessary;

he had not answered the question concerning the recruitment of subordinate staff in

other parts of the world; he had not dealt with the change in recruitment practice;

and he had not been able to give any information on whether (as he,. Dr. van den Berg,

had had in writing from a member of the Secretariat staff) it was necessary for a

person to reside three years in Geneva before being eligible for local recruitment.

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL confessed that he was unaware of any change in policy that

had occurred since he had taken over; he had changed no rule and broken no

gentleman's agreement that he had been aware of. While he proposed to follow the

provisions of the Constitution in recruiting staff, he admitted that consultation

with national governments would undoubtedly be of assistance to him, although it had

to be remembered that staff was recruited not only from public -health services but

also from universities and elsewhere. He would, however, inquire into the alleged

change of policy.
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Dr. EVING (Norway) expressed his satisfaction with the explanations of the

Director -General and the Secretary.' He cited, however, one case in which an official

was recruited by WHO in a field requiring high professional qualifications, whereas in

his own country.in that professional field he was regarded as second- or third -rate.

In that case :neither the public- health authorities of that country nor any other

bodies were consulted. In his view, the Director -General should endeavour to guard

himself and the Organization against such contingencies by consultation with the

appropriate authorities, who in most cases would be the public -health authorities.

If it were not the public -health authorities could in any case consult with universities

He also felt that those authorities should be informed of the decision.

The CHAIRMAN said that the discussion appeared to be departing from the agenda.

The delegate of Spain had made a formal proposal, which was related to the budget.

Mr..de ERICE (Spain) asked that his proposal be put to the vote.

Mr. H:'.RDY (Canada) thought it wrong to insist on a vote on the subject until the

Committee had time to examine the Constitution and Staff Regulations and Rules. He

suggested that all recruitment questions be dropped and the Committee revert to a

consideration of the budget.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) felt that the proposal of the delegate of Spain

should in any case be in writing, to enable delegations to give it proper consideration.

Dr. BRAGA (Brazil) said that in the previous Assembly his delegation had made a

similar proposal, which after much discussion had been defeated. He himself believed

that this was a matter to be discussed and then left to the Secretariat,
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Mr. de ERICE (Spain) agreed that his proposal should be considered under

item 7.30 of the agenda (Report on revision o2 the Staff Rules).

Mr. CORKERY (Australia) agreed that there was great value in a detailed

examination of the budget, in that it enabled each delegation to make a tentative

forecast of the future and to see the various trends. Also, detailed examination

led to conclusions that were based more on fact that on a priori considerations.

In those ways it was of lasting benefit both to the Director- General and to

delegations.

It was physically impossible in the short time at the Committeets disposal to

consider properly the two sections of the budget under discussion, which involved

an expenditure of :1,500,000,, In three weeks the Assembly had to deal with forty

items, and it could not consider in detail figures to which so much time had gone to

prepare. The suggestion that had been made in the Committee on Programme and Budget

that the Assembly lacked machinery for such a detailed examination was one that his

delegation had had in mind for one or two years, and to which it would devote care-

ful thought in the next few says The main difficulty was that delegations were

required to certify to their govern_ment,s that the money was well spent, and while

he personally knew members of the WHO Secretariat and knew of the considerable work

they did, he was not in a position to certify that he believed the money was well

spent,

For example, we was not satisfied that it was desirable for WHO to continue its

public information service to the extent it was at present doing. There had been an

increase of approximately X4,000 in the estimai,e for the Office of Public Information,
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and it was desirable that governments should know if that item was really necessary

and if such estimates should not normally decrease. Again, expenditure on home

leave for the Office of External Relations was

to be

90 in 1953, $360 in 1954, and was

2,180 in 1955° Could WHO not spread the expenditure more equitably over the

years? Also, was sufficient use being made of local staff, both in Geneva and

elsewhere? He did not know the answers to those questions, and he felt that it would

be impossible to get a proper answer in a large meeting without causing undue delay.

Finally, he said that if his delegation made a proposal regarding the creation

of special machinery to deal with the budget he would speak at length on the subject.

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m,


